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Polarization of wave modes in a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice using a complex„dusty… plasma

S. Zhdanov, S. Nunomura, D. Samsonov, and G. Morfill
CIPS, Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Extraterrestrische Physik, D-85740 Garching, Germany

~Received 12 June 2003; published 9 September 2003!

Wave spectra corresponding to the random particle motion in a monolayer Yukawa crystal were studied for
various directions of propagation. It was found that there are two wave modes with a polarization alternating
between the longitudinal and transverse. In the long-wavelength regime, the modes became purely longitudinal
and transverse as was known before. In the short-wavelength regime the spectra strongly depended on the
wavelength and the direction of propagation. The results obtained from the experiment, theory, and simulation
agreed well with each other.
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Complex~dusty! plasmas consist of submicron to micro
sized particles immersed into an electron-ion plasma.
particles charge up and interact strongly with each oth
When their potential interaction energy significantly excee
their kinetic energy, complex plasmas can form orde
structures or exist in a crystalline state@1–4#. Such crystal-
line structures can be easily observed with a video cam
and used as a macroscopic model system to study wa
phase transitions, and other microscopic phenomena at
netic level@5#.

Waves in a two-dimensional~2D! Yukawa lattice were
analyzed theoretically in Refs.@6–8#. It was found that there
are two wave modes: longitudinal and transverse. Th
modes were observed experimentally in Refs.@9,10# using
laser excitation. This method, however, produced only wa
with long wavelengths. Observing naturally excited therm
motion of the particles allows measurements of the disp
sion relations for short wavelengths@11#.

The dispersion relations in Refs.@9–11# were measured
only for the waves propagating along the main crystall
axes. While the elastic and long-wavelength properties o
hexagonal lattice are isotropic, it is known that the sho
wavelength waves are strongly anisotropic@7,8,12#. In this
paper we report results on the dispersion relations and po
ization of the thermal waves for different directions of prop
gation in a hexagonal Yukawa lattice experimentally, the
retically, and using a simulation.

The experiments are performed in a capacitively coup
rf discharge~Fig. 1!, which is similar to the apparatus of Re
@13#. A plasma is generated by applying a rf power of 2 W
13.56 MHz to the lower rf electrode. An argon gas flow
regulated at a rate of 1.8 SCCM~cubic centimeter per minute
at STP! to achieve the working gas pressure of 1.0 Pa in
chamber.

We introduce plastic microspheres with the diameter
8.960.1 mm into the plasma. These particles charge ne
tively in the plasma and levitate in the electric field of t
plasma sheath above the lower electrode. They are confi
radially in a bowl-shaped potential formed by a rim on t
outer edge of the electrode. Once the particles are co
down by the gas drag, they form a monolayer hexago
lattice. The particle suspension is'7 cm in diameter and
levitates at a height of.9 mm above the lower electrode
The mean particle separationa is 780mm.
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To observe the particle motion, the lattice is illuminat
by a horizontal thin~0.2–0.3 mm! sheet of laser light and
viewed from the top window. The images from a digit
video camera are recorded for several seconds at 33 fram
Using an image processing software, the particle positi
are identified and traced from one frame to the next. T
particle velocities are calculated from their displacement
two consecutive frames.

In our crystal, the particles always exhibit random moti
around their equilibrium positions. The fluctuation amplitu
is typically a few percent of the particle separationa. The
particle velocities have a Maxwellian distribution. We dete
mine the crystal kinetic temperatureT from the width of this
distribution to be 0.055 eV.

In order to analyze the particle random motion we Four
transform the particle velocity fieldv(x,t) both in the direc-

FIG. 1. Sketch of apparatus.~a! Side view. The aluminum
vacuum chamber is equipped with a rf electrode 200 mm in dia
eter. The rf voltage is applied between the electrode and
grounded chamber creating a plasma. Spherical particles ch
negatively and form a monolayer levitating in the plasma she
above the lower electrode. The optical access is provided by
side windows and a top window.~b! Oblique view. The particles are
illuminated with a sheet of a doubled Nd:YAG~yttrium aluminum
garnet! laser~532 nm! and viewed from top with a video camera
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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tion of the wave propagationx and in timet, producing the
phonon spectra

Vk,v5
2

L0T0
(
i 50

nl

(
j 50

nt

v~x,t !exp~k•x2vt !DxDt, ~1!

where k and v are the wave number and the angular f
quency of the wave,nl andnt are the numbers of data poin
in space and time,L0 andT0 are the lengths of the field o
view and the recording period, respectively, andDx andDt
are the distances between the data points and the time i
val. The wave polarization is taken into account by discrim
nating between the longitudinalv i(x,t) and transverse
v'(x,t) velocities, which are the velocity components par
lel and perpendicular to the direction of propagation. W
measure the phonon spectra at various directions of the w
propagationu with respect to the crystal lattice by suitab
selecting the direction of thex axis.

Formula~1! takes into account that our data~particle po-
sitions! are randomly spaced, and therefore the resolution
this technique is determined by the resolution and the fra
rate of the camera and tracing software, not by the part
separation.

From the Fourier amplitude of the particle velocityVk,v ,
we calculate the density of phonon energyEk,v . In order to
get the absolute value of the energy it should be normali
by the volume in (k,v,u) space. We also normalize the ph
non energy by the particle kinetic temperatureT,

Ek,v5mVk,v
2 /2kdudkdvkBT, ~2!

where du, dk, and dv are the resolutions of our Fourie
method inu, k, andv, respectively, andkB is the Boltzmann
constant. The normalization factor is constant,kdudkdv
50.0597 mm22 s21, under our experimental conditions.

The theoretical modelis based on the 2D equations
motion

mr̈ s5fs
f r1fs

con f1fs
int1fs

exc,

fs
f r52mn ṙ s , fs

con f52mVcon f
2 r s ,

fs
int52“Us , Us5Q2(

j Þs
r s j

21exp~2r s j /lD!, ~3!

wherem is the mass of the particles,r is the particle coordi-
nate with the subscriptss and j denoting different particles
fs
f r is the friction due to collisions with neutrals~Epstein

drag!, fs
con f is the confinement force due to a parabolic p

tential, fs
int is the grain-grain interaction force,fs

exc is the
external excitation force,n is the neutral damping rate,Vcon f
is the confinement parameter of the parabolic well,Us is the
grain-grain interaction screened Coulomb~Yukawa! potential
energy,Q is the particle charge,r s j5ur s2r j u is the intergrain
distance, andlD is the screening length.

In the absence of external excitation forces, the latt
would relax to an equilibrium state and cool down due to
neutral drag. We assume thatfs

exc is random and of a smal
amplitude, so that it causes a very small displacement of
particle to which it is applied. This assumption allows us
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obtain an analytical solution for the polarization of two d
ferent branches of the dispersion relation.

In order to solve Eqs.~3! we introducer s5Rs1dr s ,
where dr s is a small deviation from the static equilibrium
position of the particleRs . We then solve the linearized sys
tem of equations for harmonic motiondr s5jk,vexp(ik•Rs
2 ivt) obtaining the equations for the phonon spectrum:

v~v1 in!jk,v5D̂k,vjk,v1Vcon f
2 jk,v2~ f/m!k,v

exc , ~4!

whereD̂k,v is the dynamics matrix which describes the line
response of a Yukawa system and (f/m)k,v

exc is the accelera-
tion produced by the excitation force. The components
D̂k,v can be written as

Dk,v
xx 5a2b, Dk,v

yy 5a1b, Dk,v
xy 5Dk,v

yx 5g,

where the coefficientsa, b, andg are

a5V
*
2 ( e2KK1sin2~k•R/2!,

b5V
*
2 ( e2KK3@~Ry

22Rx
2!/R2#sin2~k•R/2!,

g5V
*
2 ( e2KK3@2RxRy /R2#sin2~k•R/2!, ~5!

with the parameters

V
*
2 5Q2/~mlD

3 !, K5R/lD ,

K15K231K221K21, K353K2313K221K21.

The sums in Eqs.~5! are calculated over the indicesp andq
which represent the particle positions (Rx ,Ry) in an infinite
hexagonal lattice

Rx5apA3/2, Ry5a~q1p/2!, R5aAp21q21pq,

wherea is the particle separation.
The general solutionjk,v of Eqs.~4! is

jk,v5 (
j 51,2

ek,v
( j ) @ek,v

( j )
•~ f/m!k,v

( j ) #Gj , ~6!

whereG1,25(V1,2
2 1Vcon f

2 2v22 inv)21, and two pairs of
eigenvectorsek,v

(1,2) and eigenvaluesV1,2
2 of the dynamic ma-

trix D̂k,v represent two different branches of the dispers
relations. The dependenciesV1,2(k) are our theoretical dis-
persion relations. They do not take into accountVcon f andn,
which are negligible in the experiment.

Making a transformation from Cartesian (b,g) to cylin-
drical (r,f) coordinates we getb5r cosf, g5r sinf, and
therefore

ek,v
(1) 5~sinf/2,cosf/2!, V1

25a1r,

ek,v
(2) 5~cosf/2,2sinf/2!, V2

25a2r.

V1 corresponds to the high frequency branch if the branc
are not degenerate. The eigenvectors determine the pola
tion of the dispersion branches. They are neither parallel
1-2
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FIG. 2. Phonon spectra of thermally excited waves in the first and second Brillouin zone at different angles of propagation,~a!–~d!
experiment and~e!–~h! simulation. The theoretical dispersion relations are superposed: dotted line~high frequency modevh) and dashed
line ~low frequency modev l). The normalization constantv05Q/Ama3. The dispersion relation is periodic for 0° and 30° but it
aperiodic in general.~i! Phonon spectra of the waves propagating at 15° measured experimentally. The high and low frequency b
have mixed longitudinal~j! and transverse~k! polarization.~l! Polarization of the high frequency (Ph) and low frequency (Pl) modes
predicted by the theory. At low wave numbers~long wavelengths! the high frequency mode is purely longitudinal (Pn51), and the low
frequency mode is purely transverse (Pl50). At an arbitrary wave number the modes have mixed polarization.
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perpendicular tok and their orientation changes withk. Note
that the eigenvaluesV1,2

2 .0 and therefore the lattice i
stable.

The polarizationP is calculated from the general solutio
@Eq. ~6!# by taking the longitudinal and transverse comp
nents and averaging their absolute values over the orienta
of the random excitation force:

^ujW k,v
longu2&5u~ f/m!k,v

excu2@PuG1u21~12P!uG2u2#/2,

^ujW k,v
transu2&5u~ f/m!k,v

excu2@~12P!uG1u21PuG2u2#/2,

where P5(ek,v
(1) k/k)2 is the polarization of the first branc

and (12P) of the second. The polarization changes in t
range between 0 and 1. The zero value corresponds to
purely transverse polarization, while the unity correspond
the purely longitudinal wave.
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These results are for an infinite lattice. However they
applicable for a finite cluster ifR0@ln , where R0 is the
cluster radius andln}1/n is the damping length. The damp
ing length is smaller for shorter waves making them mo
local.

We also modeled the 2D complex plasma using amolecu-
lar dynamics simulation. The method is based on the 2
equations of motion@Eqs.~3!#. They are made dimensionles
using parameterslD andT* 5AmlD

3 /Q2 and solved with a
sixth-order Runge-Kutta integration method taking into a
count the interaction of every particle with every other on
A 2D cloud ~721 particles! is placed in a confinement poten
tial with the confinement parameterVcon f52 s21. We as-
sume a particle chargeQ517000e, a screening paramete
k[a/lD51, and a damping constantg51.37 s21. The pa-
rameters of the simulation are selected to match those of
experiment. The lattice is equilibrated by running the co
1-3
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for a sufficient number of time steps, and then the rand
excitation force is applied. The phonon spectra are obtai
for the central homogeneous part of the lattice with
method described above@Eqs. ~1! and ~2!#. The lattice ki-
netic temperature of 0.058 eV, obtained in the simulati
closely matches the experimental value of 0.055 eV.

We now discuss our measurements, the theory outli
above, and the simulations. Theexperimental phonon spec
tra of the thermally excited waves are shown in gray scale
Figs. 2~a!–~d! at different propagation angles. Figures 2~e!–
~h! show the corresponding simulation results. The das
lines represent the theoretical dispersion relations.
propagation angleu is measured with respect to one of th
main crystal axes@lattice inset in Fig. 2~l!#. The hexagonal
lattice has two main axes atu50° and atu530°. The
angles in this range cover all possible directions in the cr
tal due to its symmetry.

The spectra in Fig. 2 are plotted for the wave numberk
extending into the second Brillouin zone, which correspon
to wavelengths smaller than the particle separationa. This
would not make any sense for a linear chain, which can o
sustain waves with wavelengths longer than 2a, meaning
that the spectra withka.p are artifacts of the Fourier trans
formation and repeat periodically. This is different for a 2
lattice. If, for example, atu50° we project all the particles
on the direction of the wave propagation, the distance
tween these projections will bea/2. The spectrum in this
case@Figs. 2~a!,~e!# extends up toka52p. Another periodic
spectrum is produced atu530°. The particle projections ar
spaced byA3a/2 producing a spectrum@Figs. 2~d!,~h!# up to
ka52p/A3. This spectrum is identical to the one for a li
ear chain@14# with particle separationA3a/2. For a wave
propagating in an arbitrary direction, the separation of
particle projections can be infinitely small~for an infinite
lattice! and therefore infinitely small wavelengths can be s
tained, producing aperiodic phonon spectra. The spectra
u510° @Figs. 2~b!,~f!# andu520° @Figs. 2~c!,~g!# are aperi-
odic, at least in the first and second Brillouin zones.

Our theory divides the phonon spectra~Fig. 2! into two
branches: high frequencyvh ~short dashes! and low fre-
quencyv l ~long dashes!. This is different from the standar
approach which differentiates only between longitudinal a
transverse modes. The reason for this is illustrated in F
er
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2~i!–~l!, which show the spectrum foru515°. The total
spectrum@Fig. 2~i!# has two branches: high and low fre
quency. We plotted the parts of this spectrum correspond
to the longitudinal@Fig. 2~j!# and transverse@Fig. 2~k!# po-
larization ~mode! separately. The branches break, indicati
that the polarization alternates between longitudinal a
transverse. The polarizationP, calculated from the theory, is
plotted in Fig. 2~l!. As mentioned earlier,P51 indicates that
the wave is longitudinal. The waves are purely longitudin
or transverse only in the long-wavelength regime (ka&p).
For ka*p the waves have mixed polarization. Mixed pola
ization means that the individual particles do not move j
along or across the wave vector. It implies that the partic
move on elliptical orbits or on lines inclined to the directio
of propagation.

The data atu50° @Figs. 2~a!,~e!# reproduce the result o
Ref. @11# and extend it into the shorter wavelengths~larger
wave numbersk). There is no mixed polarization in the cas
of a wave propagating along one of the main axes. The h
frequency branch is longitudinal and the low frequen
branch is transverse up to their crossing point. Then thevh
branch becomes transverse and thev l branch becomes lon
gitudinal up to the next crossing point, where they chan
polarizations back again. This corresponds to the known l
gitudinal and transverse modes@6,9–12#. If the wave propa-
gates along the second main axis atu530°, the high fre-
quency branch is always longitudinal and the low frequen
branch is always transverse. The dispersion relation forka
!p ~long wavelengths! is identical for all angles of propa
gations.

In summary, we obtained the phonon spectra of a
Yukawa lattice experimentally, theoretically, and using a m
lecular dynamics simulation for different angles of propag
tion with respect to the crystal axes. All three results w
agree with each other. It is found that the spectra are iso
pic for long wavelengths and highly anisotropic for sho
wavelengths. The waves have a pure longitudinal or tra
verse polarization only if they propagate along one of
main crystal axes or have a long wavelength. They hav
mixed polarization for an arbitrary direction of propagatio
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